27 September 2017
Chair
Migration Court of Sweden
Tegeluddsvagen 1,
Stockholm 11541, Sweden
Dear Sir/Madam,
RE: False asylum procedure #51083734
I appeal to you because the Swedish Migration Agency procedure concerning my asylum case
#51083734 seems to have been put on a false track since the very beginning, owing supposedly to the
interference of Russian KGB agents, like it was in Israel in 1992. As a result, the investigation of my
great mission, vital for the destiny of Europe, was put on a police track, instead of the scientific one.
I suspect the Russian agents have stolen my original Israeli documents (Passport #20672278 and
Identity card ID310295142) submitted at the Solna Agency July 6, made agreements with the local
security to prevent me from getting any contacts concerning my scientific mission, persuaded the
Migration Agency to issue for me a false LMA card, where my nationality is read “Russian” instead of
“Israeli”, and then sent me to the Centria Hotel near Goteborg, with no prospect for my mission and
where the local Migration Agency seems to be ready to stamp any decision on my case hinted from
above.
Indeed, the local Migration Agency has stopped paying me the due asylum subsidy and seems to have
already prepared some decision on my case, aimed, supposedly, at deporting me to Russia. Apart from
the fact that at present I am an Israeli citizen and formally have nothing to do with Russia, the
realization of that supposed decision would certainly mean death for me. Indeed, the supposed final
purpose of the Russian agents is to get possession of all materials of my almost 40-year-long
independent research in physics and humanities, worth perhaps of billions, and perhaps substitute me
with another person. They have already made a great way in that direction by stealing my laptop in
Israel last December.
In this connection would you please interfere urgently, assign a special governmental commission to
consider the essence of my mission and find a decision consistent with the great civilized and
intellectual status and responsibility of this European country.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov
Asylum seeker, case #51083734
My address: Room 202, Axel Adlers Gatan 2
42132 Västra Frolunda
Phone: 0790 254 495. Email: reformach110@gmail.com; info@reformscience.org

Dajana Bubic
Anette Lindvall
Migration Office
Hallonbergen Migration Agency
Stockholm
Dear Ms. Dajana Bubic,
Dear Ms. Anette Lindvall,
Would you please register in my asylum documents (# 51083734) and re-send to the addressee (The
Swedish Migration Court) my attached appeal concerning my asylum procedure.
Yours sincerely,
Igor Makarov
Goteborg
Phone: 0790 254 495

